Bibliogo: One-Stop Reference and Literature Management
A powerful add-on to Article Galaxy Enterprise, Bibliogo is a
single-source solution for your literature management needs.
From staying current on the latest research to collaborating
directly with your colleagues, you can do it all here. Bibliogo
offers fully-featured reference management capabilities—
enabling one-click access, curation, sharing and collection of
your organization’s copyright-cleared PDF documents—all in one
centralized location.

Simplify How You:

The Article Galaxy Difference
Unrivaled in its ability to conform to
your needs, Article Galaxy is the most
practical, simple, flexible and
helpful solution for scientific,
technical and medical (STM) journal
content access. Discover how Article
Galaxy is continuously setting new
standards for performance and
customer satisfaction today. Learn
more www.researchsolutions.
com/products/enterprise.

L Import and manage citations in bibliographies
L Monitor table-of-contents (TOC) and RSS feeds
L Curate and collaborate in a secure environment
L Cite and export citations for authoring and publishing
L Purchase full-text journal articles on the spot 24/7

Built for Business
Unlike other reference management
systems, Bibliogo is built for
business. This means security,

L Tag citations by keyword in smart folders

administrative controls, privacy,
copyright compliance at every
step of the workflow.

Get Started Today
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We’ve worked with hundreds of enterprises to deploy our Article Galaxy service,
and we are here to help you, too–regardless of complexity, scale, or budget.
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Science-Centered Collaboration
Think of Bibliogo as your organization’s fully copyright-compliant PDF
library—with unique alerting and collaboration tools. Bibliogo’s enterprisewide collection of scientific literature enables researchers or other
knowledge workers to:

Bibliogo’s Built-In Library
 Manage PDF Documents

L Authenticate and collaborate securely
L Access previously acquired PDFs when re-use licenses exist

 Organize Workgroups
 Acquire Full-Text Papers

L Reduce costs with duplicate order alerts

Secure Collaboration
 Follow and Discuss Research
 Connect With Other Researchers
 Share Ideas and Citations
 Distribute Citations Company Wide
 Invite Users to Project Workgroups
 Stay Fully Copyright-Compliant
 Receive RSS, TOC, ATOM Alerts

Seamless Integration
Insert Citations From Directly Within Microsoft Word

 Microsoft Word

With our Microsoft Word plug-in, authors can connect Word to Bibliogo for

 Article Galaxy Widget

writing and citing documents. Easily pull in citations stored in Bibliogo as
you prepare regulatory submissions, create curated newsletters or reading

 Google Scholar, PubMed

lists, author articles, and a variety of other purposes. Users from authorized

 70+ Other Discovery Sites

accounts can simply install the plug-in, connect it securely to Bibliogo, and

 And More

begin writing and citing. It’s that easy!

To Learn More About Bibliogo,
Download Our Quick Reference Guides:
How to Access Bibliogo

How to Use

How to Create a Bibliography

Literature Management

Bibliogo Like a Pro

Within Bibliogo

